
Nr Open access (OA) attribute PLOS
1 OA - included publications

Which publications/titles of the publisher's 
portfolio are included in the agreement?

PLOS One, PLOS Genetics, PLOS 
Computational Biology, PLOS Digital 
Health, PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases, 
PLOS Pathogens, PLOS Medicine, PLOS 
Biology, PLOS Sustainability and 
Transformation, PLOS Genetics, PLOS 
Climate, PLOS Water

2 OA - included article types
Which article/text types are included in the 
agreement?

Research Articles, Registered Report 
Protocol, Registered Report Article, Lab 
Protocols, Study Protocols, Discovery 
Report, Update Article

3 OA - eligible authors
Which authors can publish under the agreement?

Corresponding authors with affiliation to 
the Institution. For the Community Action 
Publishing titles, there is an additional 
benefit where we provide a 25% savings 
off of the article publishing fee for the 
corresponding author when the 
contributing author is affiliated with a 
member institute but the corresponding 
author is not.

4 OA - excluded sites 
Are specific sites/sections of a participating 
institution excluded from publishing under the 
agreement?

Sites and Affiliated Institutions not 
included in the original agreement terms 
are not eligibile for funding coverage.

5 OA - author identification
Which data/information is needed for author 
identification?

Domain Name and/or Ringgold ID

6 OA - workflow author identification
How does the process of author identification 
(matching authors and participating institutions) 
work?

It is voluntary for the author to announce 
institutional affiliation at the time of 
manuscript submission in either Editorial 
Manager or Rightslink.

7 OA - platform / dashboard link
How can the publisher's platform ("author 
dashboard") be accessed and by whom?

We send monthly accepted manuscript 
reports to monitor what is being 
published under the deal, and we provide 
access to a usage dashboard via LibLynx 
to monitor COUNTER usage statistics.

8 OA - article licence
Which licences are offered for OA articles?

CC-BY

9 OA - article licence exceptions
Are deviations re. the article licence offered (e.g. 
due to funders' requirements or authors' choice)?

All articles are CC-BY
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10 OA - relevant date / time frame for article 
inclusion
Which is the relevant date / time frame for 
inclusion of an article under the agreement?

Date of Article Acceptance

11 OA - article reporting
Are reports of OA articles made available?

Yes, Monthly Accepted Manuscript 
reports and COUNTER Usage Statistics

12 OA - article reporting delivery
How are OA article reports delivered? / How can 
OA article reports be retrieved?

Monthly Accepted Manuscript reports 
are sent monthly via e-mail. COUNTER 
Usage Statistics are self-serve via the 
LibLynx platform and can accommodate 
SUSHI harvesting.

13 OA - reporting of opt-outs
Are reports of articles available, where the author 
decided to opt-out from publishing OA?

Not applicable - all articles are OA.

14 OA - labeling of metadata
Are articles labeled as OA in the publisher's 
metadata?

Yes. They are labeled as OA in the XML.

15 OA - delivery / depositing of OA articles
Does the publisher deliver / deposit OA articles?

Yes

16 OA - delivery / depositing of OA articles:  recipient 
Who is the recipient when publisher delivers / 
deposits OA articles?

PubMed, PMC, Crossref, Figshare, and 
JISC. We don't deliver the entire article to 
every site--I believe Figshare gets 
Figures+captions and metadata.

17 OA - delivery / depositing of OA articles: interface 
Which interface is used when publisher delivers / 
deposits OA articles?

FTP or SFTP


